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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study existence of periodic solutions to the equation 
(0.1) u,(x, t) + a(x, t) ux(x, t) + b(x, t) u(x, t) = g(x, t) , (x, f) e Q c R2 , 
where a, bandgare co-periodic in t and sufficiently smooth1). Solutionswill be looked 
for as the classical ones, i.e., with continuous first derivatives on the region considered. 
As far as it is known to the authors, up to now the question of existence of periodic 
solutions to an equation ofthe first order has been studied only rarely. In her thesis 
[1] N. Klimperová deals with co-periodic solutions to the equation 
ut + a(x, t) ux = / ( x , t), (x, t) e R
2 
with a and / co-periodic in t and such that the solution #(т; x, i) to the problem 
dx|dr = fl(x, т) , x(t; x, t) = x 
is strictly monotone in т and 
| lim х(т; x, t)\ = | lim #(t; x, /)| = +co 
T ^ + 00 T ^ — 00 
for every fixed (x, t)eR2. Besides, she investigates the co-periodic solutions to the 
equation 
ut + aux = ef(x, t, u, e) 
with a = const. 
The results ofpapers [2], [3] by I. M. Vulpe and G. P. Choma, respectively, when 
applied to a single equation instead of systems, assert that the equation 
ut + aux + bu = g(x, t) + sf(x, t, u) , 
1) A preliminary version of this paper was published as the 31st preprint of Mathematical 
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. 
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with the constants a Ф 0, b 4= 0, with g and/co-periodic in t a n d / Lipschitzian in u 
has an co-periodic solution in t. 
Somewhat more remote is the result by H. Brézis and L. Nirenberg [4] which 
asserts that there exists a solution 2TU-periodic in xj9j = 1, ..., n to the equation 
n 
Yj üj (du|dxj) + g(x, u) = 0 , 
j = i 
with g 27t-periodic in each Xj and such that gu(x, u) > 0 for all x, u. 
We will make use of the method of characteristics and of the Poincaré method. 
Let us recall that the characteristics are the solutions to the equation 
(0.2) (d{/dT) = a({, t) . 
Our assumptions on a will always ensure existence of a unique local solution to 
(0.2). Such a solution passing through a prescribed point (x, t) will be denoted by 
\ = xfr; x, ř). 
To be able to investigate existence of co-periodic solutions we have moreover 
to suppose that for every point (x, t)e Q the function / ( . ; x, t) is defined on the 
whole real axis R. Except for Sec. 4 the region Q will be R2; in that section Q will 
be properly specified. As usual, the solution u is said to be co-periodic in t if 
(0.3) u(x, t) = u(x, t + co) , t є R . 
In the sequel it turns out that an important role is played by characteristics called 
below the periodic characteristics for which 
(0.4) x(u>; x, 0) = x . 
Points x є R having the property (0.4) are called the singular points and the set of 
all such points will be denoted by 9>. Characteristics without this property are called 
the regular characteristics and points x є jR without the property (0.4) are called 
the regular points. The set ofregular points will be denoted by &. 
In Sec. 1 some auxiliary results are introduced. In Secs. 2 and 3 we will investigate 
the cases when all the plane R2 is covered by regular or periodic characteristics^ 
respectively. In Sec. 4 periodic solutions are looked for in a strip lying between two 
neighbouring periodic characteristics. Finally, Sec. 5 is devoted to the more general 
case when theplane jR2 is covered partly by regular and partly by periodic charac­
teristics. 
1. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
We say that the region Q has the property P if it has one of the following shapes: 
either Ü = R2 
or Q = {(x, t) є R2 j t є R, x e ( - o o , x{tl *o> °))} 
or Q E {(x, t) E R2 | t E R, x E (x(t; x0, 0), + oo)} 
or Q E {(x, t) E R2 | t E R, x E (x(t; xl9 0), x(t\ x2, 0))} 
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where x0, xl9 x2 are singular points. In the sequel we will usually deal only with 
regions having this property. In particular, the property P implies that Q is invariant 
under the co-shift in the direction of t (see Lemma 1.3). 
For regions Q with the property P let us define the assumption A(Q) as follows. 
A(Q): thefunctions a, b, g are of the class # 1 , 0 (ß ) and are co-periodic in t; 
for every point (x, t) є Q thefunction x(-l x, i) is defined on the whole R. 
(Let us recall that the function/(x, i) is ofthe class ^ 1 *°(ß) ifit is continuous together 
with its first derivative with respect to x on ß.) 
This assumption ensures that there is a unique solution /(r ; x, i) passing through 
any point (x, t). 
Except for Lemma 1.8 let us suppose that the region Q has the property P and that 
the assumption A(Q) is satisfied. 
1.1. Lemma. Thefollowing assertions hold: 
(i.i) x(s;x(h,;x,t),tJ = x(s;*,t), 
(1.2) x{s + k&l x, t + kco) = x(s; x, t) , 
(1.3) x(sl •> 0 iS a strictly growingfunctionfor everyfixed s and t. 
Proof. The first proposition is evident. Denoting by yx(s) and y2(s) the left-hand 
and the right-hand sides of the relation (1.2), respectively, we see that both these 
functions are solutions to (0.2) and fulfil the same initial condition y^t) = x (i = 
= 1, 2). Consequently, yx(s) = y2(s). 
The property (1.3) follows immediately from the relation 
Xx{s; x, t) = exp (Jj ax(x(e; x, t), a) do) > 0 . 
1.2. Definition. Let x0 be an arbitrary regular point. Then the sequence {x*]^L_^, 
where 
x*+i=x(u>;**>0) f o r fc = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , 
xk = x ( - ^ ; * f c + i > 0 ) for fe=-l,-2,... 
is called a determining sequence corresponding to x0. 
1.3. Lemma. / / x is a singular point then х(т + ka>; x, 0) = x{*'-> x, 0) for k є Z. 
Proof. If suffices to prove the relation for k = l .We have #(т + co; x, 0) = /(т + со; 
x(or, x, 0), co) = я(т + со; x, co) = #(т; x, 0). 
1.4. Lemma. Letx0 be an arbitrary regularpointand{xk)^_^ thecorresponding 
determining sequence. Then 
(1.4) xk = x{koj; x0, 0) for k e Z . 
The proof follows readily by induction. 
Evidently, the set of regular points 01 is an open set in R and its components are 
open intervals. 
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1.5. Lemma. Let (a, ß) be a component of the set of regular points. Then either 
x{-co; x, 0) < x < x(co; x, 0) 
or 
x(-co; x, 0) > x > %(co; x, 0) 
for all x e (a , ß). {ln particular, every determining sequence is strictly monotone.) 
Proof. Let there be two points x l 5 x 2 e ( a , ß ) such that xl < х(а>;х150) and 
x2 > x{œl x2> 0). Then the continuous function F(n) = ц — х(оэ; rj, 0) is negative 
for n = xx and positive for n = x2. Necessarily, there exists a point n0 є (x1? x2) for 
which F(t]o) = 0, i.e. n0 є Sř, which contradicts the fact that (a, ß) £ M. 
By Lemma 1.1 the inequalities x < %(co;x,0) and x > #(co;x,0) imply that 
x(-a>', x, 0) < x and x(-u>l x> 0) > x, respectively, which completes the proof. 
1.6. Lemma. Let (a, ß) bea component ofthe set of regular points. Let {x^)^L_^ 
be a determining sequence corresponding to x0, x 0 e ( a , ß ) . Then either 
lim xk = a , lim xk = ß 
k^ + oo k^> - oo 
or 
lim xk — a , lim xk = ß . 
k_> _ да £_• 4- да 
Proof. Let for instance x0 < хл. As the characteristic starting at x0 cannot 
intersect the periodic characteristic #(s;^,0) , by virtue of (1.4) we have xk < ß. 
(For ß = +oo this inequality is trivial.) If we denote x* = lim xk, the relation 
k^ + oo 
xk+i = x(w> xk> 0) yields x* = #(co; x*, 0) because of the continuity of #(co; ., 0). 
However, this implies x* = ß. For k < 0 the proof proceeds similarly. 
If xx < x0 the proof is quite analogous. 
1.7. Lemma. Let {x^]^L_^ be a determining sequence corresponding to x0. 
(i) If x є [x0, x J then x(koj; x, 0) є [xfc, х л + 1 ] ; 
(ii) if x є [хл, xk+ J ř/iew x(0; x, kco) e [x0, x J / o r k є Z. 
Proof. The relations ( l . l ) - (1 .4 ) imply 
(0 xk = x(kco; x0 , о) й x{kco; x , o) ^ #(kco; *i> o) = z ( ^ ; z(<*>; *o> o), o) = 
= X{(k + 1) oj; x(<y; *o> 0), û>) = z((fc + 1) û>; *o> 0) = ^fc+i, 
(ii) x0 = /(O; xfc, fcw) g x(0; x, &ю) á x(0; **+i> kco) = xv 
Further,let us recall the formula for the solution to the initial problem given by the 
equation (0.1) and the initial condition 
(1.5) u(x, 0) = c(x) , x eI (/ Ç R an interval). 
1.8. Lemma. Let ihefunctions я, b, g be of the class íf1,0(í2), where Q is the set 
covered by characteristics starting for t = 0 from the points of a given interval 
I ^ JR. Let q>e^(l). Then there exists in Q a unique solution o/(0. l) , (l..5) and it 
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is given by theformula 
(1.6) u(x, t) = <p(x(0; x, t)) exp ( - f0 b(x(o; x, t), a) da) + 
+ Jo d(x(si *, t), s) exp ( - $1 6(x(o-; x, t), a) da) ds . 
This formula may be verified by direct inspection. Uniqueness may be proved 
by standard methods. 
1.9. Lemma. The solution u є ^*(i2) to (0.l) is co-periodic if and only if 
(1.7) u(x,0) = u(x,co) for xe{xeR\(x,0)elntQ}. 
P r o o f for (x, r )e In t £2 follows readily from the co-periodicity of the functions 
я, b, g in t and from the fact that the solution of the equation (0.1) is uniquely 
determined by its initial function. The co-periodicity on the boundary dQ is a con­
sequence of the continuity of a solution, since then in the equality u(x,f + co) = 
= u(x, t) we can pass with (x, i) to the boundary. 
2. THE CASE OF REGULAR CHARACTERISTICS 
In this section we deal with the case when the set of regular points M coincides 
with R and the condition A(R2) is fulfilled. The procedure how to construct aperiodic 
solution to the equation 
(2.1) ut + a(x, t) ux + b(x, t) u = g(x, t) , (x, t) e Q = R2 
in this case is the following. For definiteness we will suppose that x < x(co; x, 0) 
for all x. Let us choose an arbitrary point x0 є R and an arbitrary initial function <p0 
ofthe class <^([xo, x J ) , where x t = #(co; x0, 0)- The formula (1.6) defines the values 
of the solution их(х, t) for x e [x1? x 2 ] , t = co, where x2 = x(œl xu 0) .Since the 
solution has to be co-periodic the initial function co0 has to be extended onto the 
interval [x l 5 x2] by the relation 
<Pi(x) = uo(x, o>) = q>o(x(Q;. x, co)) exp ( - $ b(/(a; x, co), a) da) + 
+ Jo 9(x(s', x, a>), s) exp ( - J^ % ( a ; x, co), a) da) ds . 
Making use of the induction, wefindeasily that the restrictions q>k on [x /c,xfc+1] 
(where xk form the determining sequence corresponding to x0) ofthe initial condition 
cp are given by 
(2.2) çk{x) = cpo(z(0; x, kco)) exp ( - J0" b(x(<j; x, /cco), a) da) + 
+ Jo" 0(*fc *, fcco), s) exp ( - J*w % ( a ; x, fcco), a) da) ds , fc є Z . 
Thus we have got the solution u(x, t) consisting ofits restrictions uk, k є Z, where w* 
is the solution in the strip between the characteristics x{-l xk,0), / ( . ; xk+1, 0) with 
the initial condition uk(x, 0) = q>k(x) for keZ whose values for t = 0 a n d i = co 
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coincide. By Lemma 1.9 this guarantees that this solution is co-periodic in t. This 
solution belongs to the class ^(R2) if <p є ^(R). It is easy to find that the function q> 
defined by its restriction q>k, k e Z is continuous together with its first derivative at 
the point xt if and only if the following compatibility conditions are satisfied: 
(2.3) <po(xi) = q>0(x0) exp ( - # b(x(a; xl9 co), a) do) + 
+ Jo 9(x(s; xu co), 5) exp ( - № b(x(o; xl9 œ), 0) do) às , 
(2.4) <p'0(Xi) = [q>o(xo) xx(0; xl9 co) - q>0(x0) J0
J K(x(o; xl9 œ)9 0) . 
. Xx{o", xl9 œ) do] exp ( - j£ b(x(o; xl9 co), 0) da) + 
+ Jo l9x(x(s; xl9 œ), s) xx(s; xl9 œ) - g(x(s; xl9 co), s) . 
• Jr Ъх{х{°\ xl9 co)9 0) Xx(vi xl9 co) da] exp ( - J? b(x(o; xl9 co), 0) do) ds. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
2.1. Theorem. Let the assumption A(R2) be fulfilled and let 01 = R. Then for 
every point x0eR and every function c#oe^*([xo,%(co;xo,0)]) satisfying the 
compatibility conditions (2.3), (2.4) there exists a unique œ-periodic solution 
ue^(R2) to (2.1) such that u(x,0) = q)0(x) for х є [ х 0 , х ( с о ; х 0 , 0 ) ] . This co-
periodic solution is given by the formula (l.6) with the function q> such that 
*P|[*k,*k+i] = ^fc' where xk = xft<°l *o> 0) and q>k are given by theformula (2.2). 
2.2. Example. Let us look for a 27u-periodic solution to the equation 
ut + aux = x sin t, where a Ф 0 is a constant. 
Evidently #(т; x, t) = x + я(т — í). Then (2.2) implies 
(pk{x) — <Po(x — 2nak) — 2nak , x є [x0 + 2nak , x0 + 2na{k + l ) ] , 
where q>0 є #*([*o, x0 + 2тш]) with 
c^o(x0 4- 2тш) = ^o(^o) - 2na , са0(х0) = cpo(*o + 2na) . 
Thanks to the simplicity of this problem, we can readily get the solution in a closed 
form. Writing down the condition of the 2rc-periodicity 
c^(x) = c{x - 2na) — 2na 
or equivalently 
q)(x) + x = q>(x — 2na) + x — 2na , 
we see that 
q>(x) = ф(х) - x , 
where ^(x) є íř1(A) is an arbitrary 27ia-periodic function. This agrees with the 
solution found above. Then the 27i-periodic solution is given by (1.6). 
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3. THE CASE OF PERI ODIC CHARACTERISTICS 
In this section we deal with the case when the set of singular points ^coincides 
with R and the condition A(R2) is fulfilled. The condition of co-periodicity 
<P(X) = <K*(0; x, co)) exp ( - $ Kxfcj; x, co), a) da) + 
+ io 9(x{s; x, co), s) exp ( - J® b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds 
reduces in our case to 
q>(x) [1 ~ exp ( - # b(x(a; x, co), a) da] = 
= io g(x{s; x, co), s) exp ( - № b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds . 
Denote 
Jf = {x є 9> | {£ b(x(a; x, co), a) da = 0} , Jt = ^ - ^ . 
Clearly, if x є Jf then an co-periodic solution exists only if 
io g(x(s; x, co), s) exp ( - J^ b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds = 0 
and cp(x) remains undetermined. 
On the other hand, if x є Jt then the value of q>(x) is given by c^(x) = (Рл(х), 
where 
(3.1) <pJx) = [1 - exp ( - ft %(cr; x, co), cr) d a ) ] " 1 . 
• Jo g(x(s', x, co), 5) exp ( - № b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds . 
The following theorem is almost evident. 
3.1. Theorem. Let the assumption A(R2) be fulfilled and let every point x e R 
be a singular point. Further, let 
(i) ft g(x(s; x, co), s) exp ( - ft b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds = 0 for x e Jf, 
(ii) q>ji e ^*(cl Jt) (this extension will be denoted by фс\м). 
IfclJt = R then there exists a unique solution, and it is given by theformula 
(1.6) with q> = <pclM. 
If cl Jt Ф R then for an arbitrary cp є 4>l(R) such that q> = q>clM on cl Jt there 
exists a unique co-periodic solution u e ^(R2) such that u(x, 0) = <p(x). 
3.2. Corollary. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied, let Jf = R 
and let 
Jo 9{x(s', x, co), s) exp ( - ft b(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds = 0 . 
Then the initialfunction <p is an arbitraryfunctionfrom the class ^l(R). 
3.3. Remark. In the preceding theorem it need not be always clear whether the 
function cp with the required properties exists. The situation is more lucid under 
more restrictive assumptions on Jt. Namely, we can suppose that 
(3.2) the boundary of Jt has notfinite points of accumulation . 
If Jt ф 0, let us write Jt = U Jk, Jk = (yk, ôb), where the union is the nonvoid union 
к 
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of at most countably many disjoint open intervals. Then the problem of the possibility 
of the ^-extension of q>ji onto cl JÍ reduces to the existence of the finite limits 
lim q>j((x), lim q>ji{x), lim ср'м{х) and lim <p'M(x) and, if ôk = yk + 1, to the 
x^yk + x^ôk- x^yk+ x^ök-
equality ofthe limits from the left and from the right at this point. 
3.4. Example. Let the equation 
ut + x cos t ux + x u — x
2 
be given. 
Evidently *(т; x, t) = x e s i-- s í n ř , fS" b(x{a; x, 2ти), а) ào = Jg" x esin" do- = Ax, 
where Л - J2" esin<r da > 0 so that Sf = R, Jf = {0}, ЛГ = Д - {0}. Further, 
<Рл(х) ~ 
= [[ _ е " Л х ] " 1 \ln x2 exp (2 sin 5) exp (~$2n x exp (sin a) da) ds . 
We find easily that lim4>^(x)==O and l i m ^ ( x ) = A " ^ J o * e x p ( 2 s i n s ) d 5 . 
jc^-0 x^0 
Hence cl Jí = jR and the function q>cUi e #*(jR) defines the unique 2rc-periodic 
solution to the given equation. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS ON REGULAR COMPONENTS 
In this section we study the existence of co-periodic solutions to the equation 
(4.1) ut + a(x, t) ux + b(x, t) u = g(x, t) 
on a set covered by characteristics starting for t = 0 from a component of regular 
points. We suppose that the set of regular points is not the whole set R (this case 
was investigated in Sec. 2). Evidently, components of the set of regular points are 
open intervals. At most two of them may be infinite, say (a, + сю) and/or (— 00, ß), 
whereas the other must be finite, say (a, ß). Let / be one of these intervals. Let us 
denote 
Q(I) = {(x, t) e R2 | t є R, x є (x(t; a, 0), + 00)} if I = (a, + сю), 
Qil) = {(x,t)eR2\tER,xE(-^,X{t;ß,0))} if / = ( -oo , j8 ) , 
Q(I) = {(x, t) є R2 | t E R, x E (x(t; a, 0), *(i; ß, 0))} if / = (a, ß) . 
We will investigate the existence of co-periodic solutions on the open set Q(l) and, 
under rather strong conditions, also on its closure cl Q(I). Under the assumption 
A(Q(I)), let us perform on I the same construction as in Sec. 2. Choosing arbitrarily 
x0 ЕІ and the function q>0 E ̂ *([xo, Xj]), Xj = x{w'> xo> 0) satisfying the compati­
bility conditions (2.3), (2.4), we obtain for k ~> ± сю monotone sequences ofpoints xk 
and offunctions cpk as in Sec. 2. The following statement can be proved analogously 
as Theorem 2.1. 
4.1. Theorem. Let the assumption A(Q(J)) be fulfilled. Then for every point 
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x0eI and every function c>oe^ ( [xo j (o ) ;xo ,0 ) ] ) satisfying the compatibility 
conditions (2.3), (2.4) there exists a unique co-periodic solution u e ^(Q(l)) to 
(4.1) such that u(x,6) = q>0(x)for х є [ х 0 , # ( с о ; х 0 , 0 ) ] . This solution is defined 
by theformula (1.6) with thefunction ц> such that <P\ixk,xk+1i = <Pfc> <Pk being defined 
by theformula (2.2). 
Disregarding the intermediate cases when u is looked for on the union of Q(I) 
only with its left or right boundary characteristic, let us look for co-periodic solutions 
on the whole cl Q(I). 
By Lemma 1.6, 
either lim xk = a and lim xk = ß , 
к^ — oo к^ + oo 
or lim хк = ß and lim xk — a . 
к^ — oo к^ + oo 
For the sake of simplicity we will use the symbol lim, which will mean one of the 
limits lim or lim . By (2.2) we have 
к ^ — со к -*• + oo 
<Рк(хк) = <Po(x(0; x(kco; x0, 0), ka>)). 
• exp ( - joa> b(x(<r; x{k<a; x0, 0), коз), a) da) + 
+ io" g{%{s; Х(кщ x0, 0), kca), s) . 
• exp ( - J*<0 b{x{o; x(kco; x0, 0), kw), a) da) às = 
= q>0(x0) exp ( - f0
OT b(x{o; x0, 0), a) da) + 
+ fow 9(x(s; *o. 0), s) exp ( - J f i>(*(*; *o> 0), a) da) ds . 
Thus 
(4.2) фо(хо) = <Pk(*k) exp (fo" b(*fc; x0, 0), a) dcr) -
- ío° ^(X(^; A'0, 0), s) exp (fS % ( a ; x0, 0), a) da) ás . 
Here the values (pk(xk) are almost arbitrary, say ф(хк) with the function ф such that 
the limit of the right-hand side exists (due to the independence of the left-hand side 
of k) and such that the resulting function <p is smooth enough. This leads us to 
looking for a fuction i//(x) such that the limit 
(4.3) <p(x) = lim {<Hx(fcco; x, 0)) exp (J*" %(cr; x, 0), <x) d<x) -
к 
- ío" fl<z(s; x, 0), s) exp (ft %(<r; x, 0), a) da) ds} 
exists. Then this limit gives an initial condition defining a periodic solution as the 
following theorem shows. 
4.2. Theorem. Let the assumption A(Q(I)) be satisfied and let there exist a func-
tion ф defined on I such that thefunction q> defined by (43)for x eI (for at least 
one choice of orientation k ^ +co or k ^ —oo) can be extended to I as a con­
tinuously differentiable function (this extension is denoted by the same symbol 
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<p{x)). Then there exists an a>-periodic solution u є <^*(cl &(l)). This solution is 
given by theformula (1.6) with the initialfunction cp(x). 
Proof. By (1.6) we have for x eI 
u(x, co) = lim {y(x(ka>; %(0; x, co), 0)) . 
k 
• exp (foM KÁ°> X(0; x, <o), 0), a) da) -
- Jo" af(z(s; X(0; x, a>), 0), s) exp (J* r>(*(a; *(0; x, a>), 0), a) da) ds} . 
• exp ( - JS b(z(o-; x, et>), a) da) + 
+ Jo d{x{s; x, ca), s) exp ( - j? fr(x(a; x, co), a) da) ds . 
Using the properties of the characteristics from Sec. 1 and the ш-periodicity of the 
functions b and g we obtain 
u(x, co) = lim Mx((fc - 1) œ; x, 0)) exp (f t*"1* b(tfa; x, 0), ai da) -
fc 
- № ~ 1 ) в Ш * ; x, 0), s) exp (JJ b(z(a; x, 0), a) da) ds} = <p(x) . 
By Lemma 1.9 this proves the co-periodicity on the closure Q. 
4.3. Remark. If ф from Theorem 4.2 happens to determine an initial condition of 
an co-periodic solution then the function cp defined by the formula (4.3) equals ф. 
Indeed, if u is the co-periodic solution with the initial condition ф, then 
( l ) ф(х) = u(x, — kco) , k є Z . 
Using (1.6) and (1.2) we get 
u(x, - koS) = ф(х(ксо; x, 0)) exp (J*" b(x(a; x, 0), a) da) -
- J*" g(x(s; x, 0), s) exp (J* b(x(<r; x, 0), er) d<r) ds . 
This, together with (1) implies 
ф(х) = ф(х(ксо; x, 0)) exp (f0w b(x(*; x, 0), a) da) -
- JST 0(xfr *, 0), s) exp (f' fc(z(a; x, 0), a) da) ds 
which after passing to the limit yields ф = cp. 
4.4. Remark. If the function ф and the corresponding limit in (4.3) exist for one 
of the orientation k ~> + oo or k ^ — oo in Theorem 4.2, then there exists a function 
фх such that the corresponding limit exists for the other orientation of k and is 
also of the class ^(T). 
Proof. Let cp be the initial condition defined by the limit (4.3), cp є 4>1{I). Choosing 
ф = cp we get similarly as in Remark 4.3 that 
cp(x) = cp(x(kco; x, 0)) exp (J** b(x(a; x, 0) a), da) -
- iow g(x(s; x, 0), s) exp (fo b(x{a; x, 0), a) da) ds 
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for an arbitrary k e Z. The independence of k of the left-hand side of this relation 
implies that the limits lim and lim exist in (4.3) if we put ф = q>. Obviously it suffices 
k^ + 00 k-* — 00 
to take ф1 = (p and the formula (4.3) defines the same function q> again. 
4.5. Remark. If у є Jí n {a, ß} then the necessary condition for the existence 
of a function ф from Theorem 4.2 is that 
io g(x(s; У, oj), s) exp ( - £ b(x(cr; y, co), a) àa) às = 0 . 
On the other hand, if у є Ji n {a, ß) then cp{y) = Ц>с\м{у)-
4.6. Example. Let an equation 
ut + xux + bu = x p(i) 
with a constant Ь and an co-periodic function p є #*(jR) be given. Here %(r; x, /) = 
= x exp (т — ř) and the points xk = /(2тг&; x0, 0) = x0 exp (2nk) converge to the 
singular point x = 0 for k -^ — oo on both components of regular points (— oo, 0) 
and (0, + oo). Hence let k -^ — oo. 
If b ф 0 then 0 e Ji and the value of q>(0) is given by c(0) = q>JjS) = 0. Further, 
(1) cp(x) = lim {ф(х exp (kco)) exp (bfcco) — 
k^ — oo 
— Jo0" * e x P (5) K s ) e x P i^s) d-s] • 
(i) If b < — 1 , then in general the integral in (1) is divergent for k -^ —oo and 
due to the relation 
— Jo00 x exp (s) p(s) exp (fts) ds = 
= x І Jl#+1 ) o ) K^) exp ((b + 1) s) ds = 
j = o 
-k-1 
= x № p(s) exp ((b + 1) (5 - co)) X e x P (-jQ> + 1) co) d5 = 
j = o 
. « i? к.) «P № +1) (. -.» * ; - ^ f * ^ y , 
1 - e x p ( - ( b + 1) œ) 
we can put 
= J ^ ( s ) exp ( (b + l ) ( s - q , ) ) d . . . . . 
V ; 1 - e x p ( - ( o + l)<y) ' ' 
Then 
^ ) ^ , j g ^ ) e x p ( ( b 4 - l ) , ) d s С е Л 
n ; exp((b + l ) a > ) - 1 ' ' 
on both components of regular points with lim q>(x) = 0, which agrees with the 
value of q>jt(0). *~*° 
(ii) If b = — 1 and jo P{s) ds = 0, then putting ф(х) = Cx we get q)(x) = Cx, 
which makes the desired extension on each of the both regular componentspossible. 
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(iii) If b = — 1 and Jo p(s) ds Ф 0 we should have to put 
1 ?œ 
ф(х) = — p(s) ás x ln \x\ 
<^Jo 
in order to cancel the terms tending to infinity, which leads to 
1 Ґш 
q>(x) = — p(s) ds x ln |x| , 
^ J o 
but this is not a function from # 1 on the closure of any of the two investigated 
components. 
(iv) If Ь є ( — 1,0), the integral has a finite limit for k -^ —оэ and we may put 
ф(х) = C|jcj_b. Then 
Ф) = C\x\~b + X f_, p(s) eXp ((b + 1) 5) ds . 
This function is of class 4> on the closure of each of the regular components with 
lim c(x) = 0, but it is of class &1 on them only for C = 0. Thus q)(x) = 
X=x$°_œp(s)exp((b + l)s)ds. 
(v) If b = 0 then the singular point 0 belongs to Jf and the value q)(0) is not 
defined. Further, for x ф 0 we have 
c>(x) = lim {ф(х exp (koj)) — J f x p(s) exp (5) ds) = 
fc^ — 00 
= ф(0) + x J° ю p(s) exp (s) d5 = С + дс f_ „ K^) exp (s) d,s 
with an arbitrary constant C. 
(vi) If b > 0 then putting ф(х) = 1 we get 
c(x) = lim — J f л' e x P (s) X s ) e x P (^75) ^5 = 
A-> — 00 
= ^ i - o o K 5 ) e x P ( ( f e + l)s)ds. 
(The choice ^(x) = C|x|_ b which would cancel the asymptotic behaviour of 
exp (bkco) in (l) is not possible since it leads to the function which cannot be smoothly 
extended at x = 0.) 
Now let us state an existence and "uniqueness" theorem under some more restric­
tive conditions than in Theorem 4.2. 
4.7. Theorem. Let the assumption A(Q(I)) be fulfilled. Further, let there exist 
limits 
B(x) = lim J f b(x(a; x, 0), a) da , x e I 
k 
and 
G(x) = lim J f g(x(s; x, 0), s) exp (J0 b(x(a; x, 0), a) da) ds , x є / , 
k 
which can be extended onto I asfunctionsfrom *&*(I) (the notation B and G will 
be preserved alsofor the extendedfunctions). 
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Then there exists a one-parameter family of co-periodic solutions of the class 
^*(cli2(7)). These solutions are given by theformula (1.6) with initial conditions 
of theform 
(4.4) cp(x) = C exp (B(x)) - G(x) , x e I, 
where C є R is an arbitrary parameter. 
Moreover, this one-parameter family includes all co-periodic solutions of the 
class «*(cl 0(J)). 
Proof. Putting ф(х) = C we see that the function cp(x).= Cexp(#(x)) — G(x) 
satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 4.2. Thus every function (4.4) determines an 
co-periodic solution. It remains to prove that there are no other co-periodic solutions 
than those determined by the initial conditions (4.4). 
Let ut be an arbitrary co-periodic solution and let u2 be a solution belonging to the 
family (4.4), then the function v = ux — u2 satisfies the equalities 
(1) vt + avx + bv = 0 , v(x, i) — v(x, t + co) = 0 . 
Let us continue in two steps. 
First let us show that the equation 
(2) wt + awx — 0 
can have only a constant as an co-periodic solution. Indeed, constructing an co-
periodic solution as indicated at the beginning of this section, we see that if the 
function cp0 on [x0, * i ] has a range [r l 5 r 2] then the functions cpk have the same 
range for all k e Z. Evidently cp may have limits for x ^ a and x -^ ß only if the 
interval [r l 5 r 2 ] reduces to one point, which means that cp is a constant.Now, let us 
show that the problem (1) has only solutions determined by the initial functions 
C exp (B(x)). In fact, by the assertion of the theorem one solution of this problem is 
u0(x, t) = exp (B(x(0; x, *))) exp ( - f t b(x(cr; x, t), a) da) > 0 . 
Looking for other solutions to (l) in the form z(x, t) u0(x, t) we readily find that z 
solves the equation (2), which completes the proof. 
4.8. Remark. In Theorem 4.7 let there exist 
lim $*b(xkr;x,0),a)da = B+(x) 
k^> + co 
or 
lim ft"b(x(ci;x,0),cT)dcT = B_(x). 
k^" — oo 
Then there exists also 
lim ^b(x(o;x,0),a)d<r = B__(x) 
k^ — oo 
or 
lim &"b(x(cj;x,0),cT)d<j = B+(x), 
k^- + oo 
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respectively, and 
B_(x) = B+(x) — B+( lim xk) if lim xk ф +oo 
fc^ — 00 k^ — 00 
and 
B_(x) = B+(x) + Б_( lim xk) if lim xfc Ф ±00 . 
fc^ + oo fc^ + oo 
An analogous assert ion may be formulated for functions G+ and G_. 
Proof. For definiteness let there exist 
B+(x) = lim J*<0 b(x{a; x, 0), a) da 
fc^ + oo 
(the proof for the other orientation is quite similar). 
Using (1.1) and (1.2) we get 
(1) -^b(x(a;x,O),a)da = 
= JST b(l{^ х-* 0), a) da - f<T'>" % ( a ; x, 0), a) da 
for а determining sequence {xjJ£=í£| and arbitrary fe, he Z. Passing to the limit for 
h ~> + 00 in (1) we obtain 
- i o * " Kz(a; x, 0), a) da = B+(x_k) - B+(x) . 
Now letting k ^ + 00 we have 
-B_(x) = B+( lim x_,<) - B+(x). 
fc^ + oo 
4.9. Remark. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.7 be satisfied. Let ye{a, j3}, 
У Ф ± 00. Then y e Ж and Jo d(x(s; y, u>), 5) exp ( - J ? b(x(<x; y, co), a) da) ds = 0f 
Proof. Let for example y = oc. Let for definiteness lim xk = a for every deter-
k^ — 00 
mining sequence. By Remark 4.8 we can suppose without loss ofgenerality that 
B(x) = lim J*" b(x(a; x, 0), a) da . 
fc_» _ QQ 
(The other cases of orientation oflimits can be handled similarly.) If on the contrary a 
were from Jl, i.e. 
io K%(a; a, co), a) da Ф 0 , say $ b(x(a; a, co), a) da > 0 , 
then there should exist г > 0 and c > 0 such that 
Jo b(z(a; x, co), a) da ^ c > 0 for x є (a, a + e) . 
Taking x e (a, a + г) we would have (for к < 0) 
f0» % ( a ; x, 0), a) da = - £ j £ _ 1 > e (*(a; x, 0), a) da = 
n = fc+l 
= - I io Kx(a + (n - 1) a>; x, 0), a) da = 
n = fc + 1 
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0 
= - I ío Hx(<y - û>; x„, 0), a) ào = 
n = fc+ 1 
0 
= - Z ío Kx(o'> *n> v), o) àa S kc ; 
n = k + 1 
note that xn ^ a for n -^ — oo monotonicaly and thus xn e (a, a + s) for every n < 0. 
This would imply B(x) = lim J ^ b(%fo; x> °)> ^")da = - o o , which is а contra-
k^> — oo 
diction. Necessarily y є ЛЛ The proof that 
io g{x(s; 7, *>), s) exp ( - j r b(tfa; 7, co), a) da) ds = 0 
proceeds along the same lines. 
4.10. Example. Let the equation 
ut + cos2 x ux + cos t u = exp ( - t g 2 x — sin i) , 
x є (-І-Л + hn, i-7u + hn) , 
ut + cos t u = 0 , x = +^7i 4- te, 
h є Z be given. 
Here x(T? *> 0 = arctg(tgx + г — t) + te for x є ( — ̂ тг + te, т̂и + hn)y 
х(т; ±\% + hn, і) = ± | n + hn. Evidently B(x) = 0 for x є [ — 3кг + hn, \% + йтг], 
G(x) = lim jofcn e x P (~tg2(arctg (tg x + s) + hn) - sin 5) . 
k^ + 00 
. exp (jo cos o da) ás = lim \2^п exp ( — (tg x + s)2) ds for 
fc^ + oo 
x e ( - ^ 7 i + hn, \ъ + й-тс) 
and thus 
G(x) = i V71 (і — erf(tg x)) for x є (-$n + hn, in + te) , 
G(-^7l + fe7l) = V71 > 
G(i-7l + fo7l) = 0 . 
0bvi0USly £ , G € « * ( [ - i 7 U + ft7C, І-7Г + fe7c]). 
According to Theorem 4.7 the system of functions 
q)(x) = C - \ y/n + \ y|% erf(tg x) , x є (-І7С + йтг, £я + hn) , 
ç>(— -̂7C + hn) = С — Vти ? 
c>(i7C + te) = С 
with a parameter С is the system ofall initial conditions generating periodic solutions 
to the given equation. The corresponding periodic solutions are 
u(x, t) = [C — i V71 + \ V71 erf(tg x)] exp ( - s i n І) , 
x є (-in + hn, І7Г + /иг) , 
u(-^7r + hn, t) = (С — V71) e x P ( - s i n ř) , 
uQ71 + йтт, ř) = С exp ( - s i n ř ) . 
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5. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we investigate the existence of co-periodic solutions to the equation 
(5.1) ut + a(x, t) ux + b(x, t) u = g(x, t) 
on the whole plane R2. The cases 01 = R and Sř = R were investigated in Secs. 2 and 3 
and thus we will assume that 01 ф 0, Sř ф 0. The set Я of regular points is an open 
set and hence we can write it as a union of disjoint open intervals: 
(5.2) <*==UJ,, Iq = Kßq)> 
qeQ 
where the set Q Я Z of indices is either finite or countable. If Q is not finite, we will 
suppose in addition that 
(5.3) the pointš ctq, ßq have nofinite point of accumulation . 
Then the intervals Iq can be ordered so that 
(5.4) aq<ßquctq+1 for q,q + leQ. 
We look for the initial function ç which gives rise to an co-periodic solution. The 
restrictions C\taq,ßgi will be simply denoted by q>q. 
First we suppose that on every Iq, q e Q the assumptions of Theorem 4.7 are 
fulfilled. Then the co-periodic solutions on cl Q(lq) form a one-parameter family 
determined by initial functions 
(5.5) <pq(x) = Cq exp (Bq(x)) - Gq(x), x є Iq, Cq є R . 
We will use the symbols J/, Jí, q>M and cpcXM introduced in Sec. 3. The value of q>(x) 
for xeJT is not determined from the co-periodicity condition, whereas for x e l 
necessarily q>(x) = срм{х), the function cp being uniquely defined on the set Jl. 
5.1. Theorem. In addition to the assumptions A(R2), 01 ф 0, Sř ф 0 let the 
following assumptions be satisfied: 
(і) Я = U Iq, Iq = (ae, ßq), Q £ Z, aq < ßq й ccq+l 
qeQ 
for q, q + 1 є Q, and the set ofpoints acq, ßq has nofinite point ofaccumula-
tion (thefirst and last intervals, provided they exist, may be infinite); 
(ii) for all q e Q and all x eIq there exist limits 
Bq(x) = lim f0
ra b{x{a; x, 0), a) da, 
k 
Gq(x) = lim # » g(x(s; x, 0), s) exp (f0 b(x(<j; x, 0), a) da) ds 
к 
and they can be extended onto Iq asfunctionsfrom ^(Iq)'> 
(iii) # g(x(s; x, co), s) exp ( - tf b{x{a; x, co), a) da) âs = 0 for x є Ж ; 
(iv) if there exists a subset Q' s Q such that ßj = ocJ+l for j , j + 1 є Q' then 
there exist constants Cj, j e Q' such that thefunction ç = <Pjfor x є (a,-, ßj) 
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with q>j(x) = Cj exp (Bj(x)) - Gj(x), j є Q' is of the cìass ^\ÌQ) where 
ÌQ'
 = Kr> 0Q']> a ö ' = i n f a 7 A r = SUP A^ 
і є с ;eQ' 
(v) the boundary ofJi has nofinite point ofaccumulation and срс\л є #*(cl Ji)\ 
(vi) d ^ n &Ж = 0. 
77^n there exists an a>-periodic solution u e ^ ( ^ 2 ) to (5.1). 77ie initialfunction cp 
corresponding to the œ-periodic solution is given by (5.5) on each Iq. In the case 
of „adjacent" intervals Ij, j є Q' the constants Cj are determined by the assumption 
(iv), and in the opposite case Cq is arbitrary; further, cp is equal to cpciJi on cl Ji 
andfinally, cp^ is an arbitrary function such that the resultingfunction cp is of 
the class &(R). 
Pro o f. By the assumption(ii), on each interval J^the initial function cp^ ofthe sought 
periodic solution is determined according to Theorem 4.7 by the formula (5.5). If 
there is a sequence of ,,adjacent" intervals Ij then the ^ 1 continuity onthe union of 
these intervals is guaranteed by the condition (iv). 
On a bounded component [j8j, a, + i ] , ßj < otj+í of Sř there exists at most a finite 
number of intervals of points from Jl on the closure of which the function cp\c\jt = 
= Я>с\м is defined uniquely by (v). Since by the assumption (vi) the set M is separated 
from the points ß}, otJ + 1 by intervals ofpoints from Jf ,it is always possible to extend 
the initial function to the whole interval [o^ßy + i] as a function from ^ 1 due to 
the arbitrariness of cp on Jf. 
The construction of cp on the unbounded components of 9* (if there are any) is 
quite similar. 
5.2. Remark. It is clear from the proof which assumptions of the theorem can be 
altered. For example, if the intervals from M are separated by intervals of points 
from Jf then the existence Theorem 4.2 may be used instead of Theorem 4.7. 
5.3. Remark. In the case of at most two "adjacent" intervals, say Ij = (a,, ßj) 
and Ij+1 = (a, + i, ßj+i), of regular points the condition (iv) can be replaced by the 
assumption of solvability of the system of equations 
C,exp(B,(^.)) - CJ+lexp{BJ+1(ßj)) = Gj(ßj) - Gj+i(ßj), 
CjB'j{Pj)exp(Bjtfj)) - С ; + 1в;+ 10?,)ехр(Л,+ 1(с, .)) = 
= Gj(ßj)-G'J+1(ßj). 
5.4. Example. Let the equation 
ut + cos
2 x ux + cos t u = exp ( - t g
2 x — sin x), x ф ^n 4- jtK 
ut + cos t u = 0 , x = \ъ + hn , h є Z 
be given. 
Here Iq = (-in + qn, in + qn), Q = Z, Sř = Jf = Цк + hn | h є Z) , J( = 0, 
and according to Example 4.10 the limits Bq(x), Gq(x) exist, are ofthe class ^\Iq) for 
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every q e Z and the resulting function is given by 
q>q(x) = Cq - i у/к + i у/к erf(tg x) , x є (-іти + qn, \к + qn) , 
Vq{-i'* + qn) = Cg - V*> 
^(іти + qn) = Cq , Cq є Я . 
Thus the conditions (i)-(iii), (v) and (vi) of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. It remains 
to find constants C ; from the condition (iv). In our case Q' = Q. Let us fix the 
constant C0 on the interval I0 = ( — ^тг, ^тг), say C0 = C. Then the constants Cq 
are given by the relation Cq — C + q у/к and the sought initial conditions defining 
periodic solutions are functions 
q>(x) = C + (q - i) у/к + i у/к erf(tg x) , 
x є (-jK + qn, \к + qn) , 
q)(-in + дтг) = С + (q — 1) у/к , 
<Кіл + Чп) = С + g Ѵ'я , 
g є Z and C є Я arbitrary, and the periodic solutions are 
u(x, t) = [C + {q - i ) V71 + 2 V71 erf(tg x)] exp ( - s i n t), 
x є (~і-я + дтс, І7Г + qn) , / e # , 
u(-in + дл, í) = (С + (g — 1) Vти) exp ( - s i n ř ) , t e R , 
u(̂ TT + дтс, ř) = (C + g V71) e x P ( - s i n t) , ř є R , 
С е Я arbitrary. 
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